MS-01
WIRELESS HIGH PERFORMANCE
CONFERENCE SPEAKER

USB / Bluetooth
dual mode connectivity
Connects to a laptop, smartphone or
tablet in seconds via Bluetooth or USB
for easy setup and connection

Wide range of use

Suitable for multi-person meetings, video chats, online games, online courses, etc.

Meetings

Video Chats

Online Games

Online Courses

Up to 6 hours playback time
Built-in rechargeable lithium battery
allows you to use it anywhere wirelessly
for up to 6 hours

Charging time 1.5 hours
Support QC fast charging, it only takes
1.5 hours to fully charge

Crystal-clear conversation quality
Supports AGC, AEC, ANS, Double-Talk functions to provide the best conversation quality than most of the conference speakers in the market

Before Noise Suppression

After Noise Suppression

•Auto Gain Control: To identify the distance of the
sound source and automatically adjust the sound
volume to realize self-volume balance.
•Acoustic Echo Cancellation: The speakerphone’s
microphone will cancel the sound from speakerphone
itself to avoid the echo between caller and recipient.
•Active Noise Suppression: The speakerphone can
detect and suppress the environment noise to provide
clear voice conversation.
•Double-Talk: Allow both ends talk at the same time
and won’t miss a word.

Features
•USB / Bluetooth dual mode connectivity
•2 MEMS analog microphone
•Auto Gain

•Double Talk Function

•Environment Noise Cancelling
•3W dynamic Speaker

•Up to 6 hours playback time

Specifications
Model name

MS-01

Mode

Bluetooth + USB Dual Mode

Frequency response

20 ~ 20KHz

Input resistance
Polar pattern

Unidirectional

AEC (echo cancellation)

Yes

Environment Noise Cancelling
(NR)

Beam forming

Yes

Cable

1.2M TYPE C to Type A

Input interface

USB Type C

Charging time

Innovative Lifestyle

Yes

1.5 hours (full power)

Support QC fast charge

Playback time (when wireless)

6 hours

Bluetooth

BT v5.2

Supported audio format(s)

SBC / AAC / APTX adaptive audio

System requirement

Android / iOS / Windows 10 /
Windows 11 / macOS
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